


WHO ARE WE?

We are Leon + Lisa Henry of Rink Films, currently 
serving with Jesus Life Centre, Caroni.

Combined experience of 17 years in the field



Who are you?

We will call on a select few to say hello and where 
they are joining us from.

We are happy to have each of you here with us, 
your presence shows us your willingness to learn



Gear Talk

Nerd chat about what audio + 

video gear is best for your 

applications. 

Expose + Compose

Hit that perfect look + angle for 

your productions every time 

using ANY device.

TAKEAWAYS

Camera Basics

Working knowledge of video 

cameras and its settings. 

Confidence on Camera

Tips to help keep the connection 

with your online audience. 

Lighting Basics

Understand what makes your subjects 

stand out using different setups 

Audio Basics

Tips to record and mix audio for 

productions or live streams



Delivery + Engagement

Tips to help you deliver more 

engaging content that keeps your 

audience engaged + connected

BONUS

Audience + Platforms

Helping you understand who is 

your online audience and where 

they are



Where are you with your current setup? 

Beginner Intermediate Advanced



What is important to us?

• We want that you leave this course with a better 
working knowledge of  how this all works and  
how to apply it perfectly every time.

• Being more engaging + intentional in front of the 
camera



CAMERA BASICS



VIDEO
BASICS

For starters…

Getting started shooting video with your 

camera or phone is easy. Like still 

photography, cameras offer a range of 

setting options from automated through 

full manual. Once you’ve been shooting 

video with your camera and feel 

confident enough to experiment with 

various settings, you’ll find it becomes 

easier to navigate your production.

In addition to using aperture and ISO 

creatively, you also have the option of 

changing the frame rate, video resolution 

and shutter speed for unique video looks.



VIDEO SETTINGS

Frames per

Second

Shutter

Speed

Resolution Aperture ISO

Frame rate is the 

number of frames 

being recorded 

each second

the amount of time 

that each individual 

frame is exposed 

for.

the number of 

pixels displayed on 

screen e.g. 

1920x1080

Aperture is the size 

of the opening in 

the lens. It also 

affects how much 

of the image is in 

focus

ISO determines 

how sensitive the 

camera is to light



RESOLUTION

Visual of how display technology changed over the years



ASPECT RATIOS

Ratios vary by content primarily for social media platforms



FRAMES PER SECOND

Example of different types of framerates



SHUTTER SPEED

How shutter speed affects video



APERTURE



ISO

Ratios vary by content primarily for social media platforms



EXPOSE + COMPOSE



EXPOSE +
COMPOSE

3 things that affect exposure are aperture, 

shutter speed, and the image gain or 

sensitivity (ISO). Altering any one of those 

will not only change the exposure, but also 

change how the video looks to some degree.

Rules, rules, rules!

Some people feel that rules restrict them too 

much. However, if you're trying to control the 

visual messages your video is sending, you 

need an understanding of traditional rules of 

composition. Then when you go about 

breaking the rules, you'll be able to do so 

with purpose and intent! 



EXPOSURE TRIANGLE



CAMERA ANGLES



CAMERA MOVEMENT



FRAMING THE SHOT



COMPOSITION
+ SET DESIGN

The Rule of Thirds.

The rule of thirds states that you should 

mentally divide the frame (what you see in 

the viewfinder) into thirds, both vertically and 

horizontally. When you shoot your video, 

according to this rule, you should place your 

key subject elements along those lines. 

Where the lines intersect will be the best 

place for your subject. That means that 

centering your subject in the frame will 

create a less interesting composition. 

But rules can be broken. Choose wisely.



COMPOSITION
+ SET DESIGN

Headroom

This refers to the amount of space between 

the top of a person's head and the top of 

your frame.

-Too much headroom makes the person 

appear to be sinking. 

-Too little headroom places visual emphasis 

on the person's chin and neck. 

When framing shots of people, pay attention 

to where the eyes appear. Follow the rule of 

thirds and place the subject's eyes on the 

upper third line.



COMPOSITION
+ SET DESIGN

Lead Space (Look Room)

Lead space refers to space in front of your 

subject. Leave extra space in the direction 

your subject is looking. 

Leave extra space in front of a moving 

person or object, like a runner, bicycle, or 

automobile when following the action. Not 

doing so will make it look like your subject is 

in danger of running into the edge of your 

frame!



COMPOSITION
+ SET DESIGN

What's in the background?

Make sure what's in the background of your 

shot doesn't distract your viewer's attention 

from your main subject but rather complement 

it.

Always check what's in the background of 

the shot you are framing. 

Background clutter or distracting objects can 

usually be avoided by repositioning your 

camera, camera angle, framing a tighter shot 

or moving your subject. 

You might also be able to put the background 

out of focus by decreasing the depth of field in 

your shot.



QUESTIONS





AUDIO BASICS



AUDIO
BASICS

Sound is an element that is often ignored in 

video production and it’s certainly just as 

important as good quality footage. 

Your audience might forgive a blurry, out of 

focus image but they won’t forgive bad 

sound because if you can’t clearly hear what 

a person is saying, then you’re not going to 

be to engaged with what they are talking 

about. 

Eg. During an interview 80% of the 

information comes from the sound, so 

without the audio, it is unlikely your message 

is going to get across to the audience.



AUDIO
BASICS

Audio breaks down into two main 

components: 

RECORDING + MIXING

Good audio editing depends heavily on how 

well it is recorded, and without properly 

recorded audio the process becomes one of 

diminishing returns.

GARBAGE IN = GARBAGE OUT



RECORDING
BASICS

Single vs Dual system Recording

When it comes to video sound, the first thing 

you need to determine is whether to use a 

single or double audio recording system.

In a single system, audio is captured directly 

into the camera, and records simultaneously 

with the image. 

For a double or dual system, sound is 

captured independently of the camera and 

onto a digital audio recorder.



RECORDING
BASICS

Sample Rate + Bit Depth

Double system recordings are ideal if your 

camera lacks higher-grade audio inputs. But 

more importantly, a double system delivers 

stronger audio quality.

One of the ways it achieves this is through a 

higher sampling rate. This refers to how 

many times the system samples the audio 

signal to recreate it digitally.

Double systems also deliver greater bit 

depth. This term refers to how well a system 

can record and reproduce the subtle 

fluctuations in a waveform.



RECORDING
BASICS

Sample Rate + Bit Depth

Standard Sample Rate : 44.1kHz

Other Rates: 48 kHz, 96 kHz

The higher you go, recordings will consume 

more space, processing power and bandwidth

Standard Bit Depth: 16bit

Other Rates: 24 bit , 32 bit

With a higher bit depth, and therefore a higher 

‘resolution’, more amplitude values are 

available for us to record.



RECORDING
BASICS

Gain

Staging your gain is key to ending up with 

levels that are easy to mix and getting the 

most out of your recording. You typically 

want to see levels of -12 to -9 dBFS in 

digital recordings, with the latter being about 

as hot as you want to be at the input stage. 

This leaves plenty of headroom for mixing in 

post.

Setting it too high risks clipping, while setting 

it too low leaves a signal that is outside of 

the nominal range and will need further 

amplification during mixing, which in turn, 

will introduce additional noise.



MIXING
BASICS

Audio mixing is the process of taking 

recorded tracks and blending them together.

The goal of mixing is to bring out the best in 

your multi-track recording by adjusting 

levels, panning, and time-based audio 

effects (chorus, reverb, delay). 

The aim is to sculpt your arrangement to 

make sense of all your tracks in relation to 

each other.



MIXING
BASICS

INPUT

PROCESS

OUTPUT



Lavalier Mics

Lavalier microphone are small, 

button-sized microphones that can 

be clipped onto a person’s shirt.

It’s ideal specifically in our case 

when you need  a cleaner set

Dynamic Mics

Dynamic Mics are the workhorses of 

the microphone world.

They’re cheap, durable and sound 

fantastic on some of the most 

common sources in recording.

MICROPHONE  TYPES (NOT EXTENSIVE)

Shotgun Mics

Shotgun microphones generally have 

more consistent quality. 

They’re directional, rather than 

omnidirectional like lav mics, so they 

don’t pick up a lot of background 

noise. 



TECH
NOTES

Microphone Position

Get your microphone as close as possible to your 
subject and direct it towards where the sound is 
coming from. If you have a clip on mic, try to clip it on 
to the subjects collar. If you have a directional 
microphone, get as close as possible without the 
microphone getting in shot!

Background Noise

Be aware of the various noises around you when 
filming and try to minimize these sounds as much as 
possible before recording. This will result in clearer 
sound without the distractions.

Speak clearly

Make sure your subject is speaking clearly. We find 
that a lot of people mumble or stutter while in front of 
camera because it can be quite a daunting 
experience being in front of the camera. Try to make 
them feel a bit more relaxed and tell them to be as 
natural as possible.



TECH
NOTES

Test sound levels and review your audio

Always set the microphone levels before an 

interview because peoples voices vary e.g. some 

people speak loud so the sound levels will have to 

be turned down and other people speak quietly so 

the sound levels will have to be increased. 

Always monitor your audio levels + mix!

Speak up when there’s a problem

With sound capture being a vital component to the 

process, it’s imperative that the sound team makes 

the rest of the production aware of any issues that 

may arise during recording.



Studio Mixing

When your put your mix under the 

recording microscope, those little 

mistakes that don’t matter on-stage 

are suddenly amplified and 

emphasized, reducing the quality 

and immersiveness of the track 

itself.

KNOW + OWN YOUR MIX

Live Mixing

Live recordings are typically meant to 

capture as much of the energy of the 

live performance as possible



QUESTIONS





LIGHTING BASICS



LIGHTING
BASICS

Lousy lighting creates a sense of unease 

whereas good lighting is hardly ever noticed. 

When you get your lighting right, viewers can 

focus on your content. 

With the right light, you’ll be able to improve 

the overall viewer’s experience, though they 

might not be able to pinpoint what they liked 

about the video and the lighting goes 

“unnoticed.”

DIRECTION + QUALITY



LIGHTING
BASICS

Natural light is arguably the best lighting for 

any video shots. Besides that, using different 

camera angles is always a great idea.  

In case natural lighting is not good enough, 

putting the three-point lighting system to 

work is crucial. This lighting system is often 

considered the backbone of video lighting. If 

you complement the three-point lighting 

system with the correct color temperatures, 

your final cuts will always be top quality. 

Moreover, if you pick the right backgrounds, 

or use the available ones correctly, you will 

always produce crisp and quality videos.



THREE POINT
LIGHTING

Key light

The key light is the most important of the 

three lighting sources in your systems. It 

should be the brightest. 

Fill light

The fill light should be on the opposite side 

of the key light and a little less intense than 

the key light.

The Backlight

The backlight, also known as hair light, 

separates the subject from the background.



LIVE STREAMING




